Central Alberta Regional Consortium
Working Together: Making a Difference
Promoting student achievement and school improvement through professional development.

CARC Regional Curriculum Implementation Interim Report 2015 - 2016
Alberta Education provided a grant to the Central Alberta Regional Consortium (CARC) to support Curriculum Implementation and identified priorities of the Department. For the 2015 –
2016 school year, a one-year grant of $343,595 was provided for the areas of implementation work. CARC, in consideration of the ARPDC goals, regional and provincial priorities, and the
needs of Zone 4 school authorities, worked collaboratively with regional advisory committees (comprised of representatives from school authorities and others as appropriate), Alberta
Education staff and other Consortia to develop plans, strategies and opportunities to meet provincial and locally identified needs in congruence with provincial direction.
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Interim Report January 2016
CARC Regional Curriculum Implementation Support 2015 - 2016

The deliverables of this grant are to build stakeholder understanding of Alberta Education policy and Curriculum, to support implementation of policy and Curriculum, and to
build leadership and teacher capacity in schools and school jurisdictions, regionally and provincially, as it relates to:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

First Nation Métis and Inuit
Mathematics
Student Learning Assessments
Competencies
Literacy and Numeracy
Inclusive Education
Career Technology Foundations
Learning Commons Policy
Other regional and provincial priorities

The funding will facilitate delivery of professional learning supports for Curriculum implementation that align with the priorities determined by Alberta Education. The
supports provided by CARC will include high quality professional learning opportunities, involving a wide variety of research-informed approaches and opportunities for
teachers, other educational leaders, and other education staff, that build capacity within schools and school jurisdictions, regionally and provincially.
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Communication, Consultation and Collaboration
MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.

STRATEGIES
(How and What)







Regional learning needs identified
Collaboration with Alberta Education occurred
Learning Opportunity Participants Survey data
(Short Term/Long Term)
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- Spring 2015 needs assessment survey
administration was completed by 558
educators and 216 support staff
- 3 Zone Think Tank meetings were held
- 1 Curriculum Coordinator meeting held
- 2 Zone CASS meetings attended
- 100% of districts met with

Results
(Qualitative)
CARC met with each school District and
discussed the needs assessment results
as well as their District priorities.
Learning opportunities were developed
based on those discussions, teacher
and support staff needs and Alberta
Education team lead expectations.
Needs Assessment Survey Results
- The top three reasons that limit teacher
participation in Professional Development (in
order of priority choice) are:

CARC staff will:
‐ determine needs of school Districts
and teachers related to these areas
through meetings, discussions and
surveys

a) Time away from students ( 53%)
b) Cost of Registration (33%)
c) Cost of travel/accommodation (32%)

-

The top four areas of focus for
Professional Development in the next two
years are:

a) Project-Based Learning (26%)
b) Literacy (20%)
c) Dealing with Difficult Behaviors (20%)
d) Inclusive Education (18%)

‐ identify regional and provincial
learning needs that could be met
through ARPDC collaboration

- 8 Executive Director meetings were held
(7 face-to-face and 1 online)

ARPDC Executive Directors discussed possible
sessions, shared information on speakers,
collaborated on provincial tours, shared
consultants and created an online space to
share presentation materials among
Consortia staff.
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- Consult with Alberta Education
related to their needs and
expectations related to the grant
priority areas.

- Provide ongoing consultation and
communication with Districts to
determine ongoing needs
throughout the year

- 1 Curriculum Coordinator meeting held
- 2 meetings held with Alberta Education to
discuss priorities and expectations
- 4 “Train the Trainer” days offered by Alberta
Education on Student Learner Assessments
attended by both CARC consultants
- Consultation with Alberta Education on
Numeracy and Literacy Progressions is to occur
in 2016
- 3 meetings held with District Curriculum
Leaders (Think Tank)

- 1 FNMI Advisory Committee Established
- 1 Librarian Advisory Committee established
- 1 Support Staff Advisory Committee
Established
- 2 meetings held with the RCSD Manager
- Month at a Glance created and distributed
monthly to promote sessions – on-line
subscription developed
- Weekly promotions e-mailed for sessions
coming up
- Twitter and Facebook utilized for promotions

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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First Nations, Metis and Inuit
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 3 sessions held (75 participants) and 3 more
planned
-

Cross-Curricular Activities for FNMI Infusion
Looking Back: the Impacts of Residential
Schools in Alberta
Moving Ahead: Recommendations of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission
Infusing FNMI in Math
BLANKET Exercise (KAIROS)
Seven Grandfather Teachings Gr 1-8

Results
(Qualitative)
- Exploration of history of Residential Schools
and the Commission was valued:
“I appreciated Dr. C how’s research, historical
information, and historical documents that were
shared.”
- Improved awareness, understanding and
appreciation for FNMI perspectives:
“We need to have equal treatment opportunities
in schools.”
- Participants appreciated the opportunities to
engage with colleagues in discussion:
“The very reflective and knowledgeable speaker
allowed for kinship in the classroom”

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Mathematics
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 7 zone sessions planned (4 cancelled) (23
participants)
-

Manipulative Must Haves in the Grade Gr 5-6
Classroom and How to Use them Effectively
Manipulative Must Haves in the Grade Gr 7-8
Classroom and How to Use them Effectively
Manipulative Must Haves in the Grade K-2
Classroom and How to Use them Effectively
Manipulative Must Haves in the Grade Gr 3-4
Classroom and How to Use them Effectively
Interpreting Achievement Test Results
Problem Solving in the 2/3 Classroom
Problem Solving in the 4/5 Classroom

- 13 District sessions held (110 participants)
- Manipulative Must Haves for the Grade 7/8
Classroom
- Mental Math Strategies in the Elementary
Classroom
- Assessment in the Grade 4 Math Class
- Infusing Games in the K-9 Math Classroom
- Student Centered Learning in Divisions 1, 2
and 4
- MIPI Results - Next Steps
- Modelling Division with Remainders - Grade 5
- Modelling Division with Remainders - Grade 5
- Modelling 2 Digit Multiplication - Gr 4/5 Class
- Coaching - Math Planning for Gr 5
- Coaching - Math Planning for Gr 5
- K-5 Performance Based Assessment
- Coaching - Math Planning for Gr 1

Results
(Qualitative)
- Participants liked the practical aspect of the
mathematics sessions offered:
“I loved the hands on learning. The activities were
fabulous and the fact that we can have access to
them is great.”
- Participants appreciated having resources to
use when they returned to the classroom:
“I appreciated the ideas that can be used
immediately and in the next few months..”
- Parents appreciated learning more about the
Math their children were learning:
“Showed me that my child is on track and doing
better than I thought. And that his teacher is
doing a great job.”
- Attendees requested more sessions that are
very grade specific:
“Provide more grade directed sessions so more
specific games and ideas could be provided.

- 1 Zone parent session held (12 participants)
-

How to Help Your Child in Gr 1-6 Math
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- 3 sessions planned (to date) for Jan.
-

-

Developing Understanding of Mathematical
Equality in the 4-6 Classroom
Problem Solving in the K/1 Classroom
Using Ten Frames in the Gr 1-2 Classroom

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Student Learning Assessments
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)

Results
(Qualitative)

- 4 Zone sessions planned (4 cancelled)
-

Performance Assessments in the Gr 1-3
Classroom
Performance Assessments in the Gr. 4-6
Classroom
Performance Assessments in the Gr 7-9
Classroom
SLA 3 Literacy & Numeracy Results: What
Now? A Collaborative Conversation

- 2 Zone sessions planned for 2016
-

Performance Assessments in the Gr 1-3
Classroom
Performance Assessments in the Gr 7-9
Classroom

- 10 District sessions offered (126 participants)
-

SLA Implementation (6 times)
SLA Collaborative Marking Support (4 times)

- CARC Consultants held sessions to make
teachers aware of protocols, helpful routines,
and processes for getting through the SLA
writing without problems, and were available
to assist teachers on-site as requested:
“It provided the opportunities to set up the
preliminaries for our SLA’s and gave us assistance
while doing it.”
- CARC Consultants assisted with collaborative
marking sessions at a District level:
“It was great to have the opportunity to work so
many other teachers in one location and have the
opportunity to practice together.”
” Learning how to appropriately mark student
learning assessment. Seeing the process and
learning the strategies (key ideas) of SLA marking.
Working with other teachers through the process
of marking.”

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Competencies
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 2 Zone sessions planned (1 cancelled) (3
participants)
The Competencies--A Beginner's Guide
Integrating the Competencies in the
Classroom
- 2 Zone sessions planned 2016
The Competencies - A Beginner's Guide
Universal Design for Learning

Results
(Qualitative)
- Incorporating competencies into existing
teaching practice was appreciated:
“Having the opportunity to actually participate in
activities I could use in the classroom.”
-Modelling the session for Learning Coaches was
appreciated:
“The adaptations made to individualize the
learning. Relating the competencies to my specific
situation as a learning coach. The continual use of
the competencies throughout the presentation.”

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Literacy and Numeracy
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 10 Zone sessions planned (233 participants)
- Optimize Literacy Learning!
- Reading Assessments and Next Steps K-6
- Supporting Implementation of Fountas &
Pinnell Benchmark Assessment
- Vulnerable Readers and Writers - How to Help
Students Become More Successful: K-6
- Understanding ELA 30-1 Written Response
Standards
- Understanding ELA 30-1 & 30-2 Written
Response Standards
- Understanding ELA 30-2 Written Response
Standards
- Literacy for All - Day 1: Literacy for All:
Supporting Literacy Development for
Students with Significant Cognitive Disabilities
- Numeracy for All - Day 1: Supporting
Numeracy Development for Students with
Significant Cognitive Disabilities
- Non-fiction Reading and Expository Writing

- 15 District sessions planned (1 cancelled) (110
participants)
-

Reading Assessments and Next Steps
Vulnerable Readers & Writers K-6
Vulnerable Readers and Writers
Fountas and Pinell Benchmarking
Literacy Modelling
Fountas and Pinell Benchmarking
Intervention Supports for Vulnerable
Learners
- Literacy modelling with e-portfolios
- Modelling story writing

Results
(Qualitative)
- Participants commented on their improved
knowledge level after the session:
“I came away with a better understanding of the
“meaning, structure, visual” area of the
assessment and a better understanding of the
“Reading Comprehension” area.”
- Participants appreciated the knowledge level
of the speaker:
“Donalyn is truly a gift to education. I'm
surprised more people weren't there. It's their
loss. I appreciated her honesty in her writing as
well as her presentation. I appreciated her in
formalness of addressing us and talking to us in
the manner she did. The small audience lent
itself well to that. The sharing of her slides etc is
also very much appreciated.
- Participants liked the practical aspects of the
literacy sessions offered:
“I appreciated the multitude of strategies and
practical examples that were shared.”
- Participants could visual how students could
utilize the methodologies:
“It provided an easy way to have students
reflect on their learning and useful to see how
the student can apply math to real life
situations. This would be helpful for parents to
obtain an understanding of their child's level of
application.”
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- Modelling story writing
- Guided Reading

- 16 Zone sessions planned 2016
- Reading Instruction with Small Groups
- Reading Assessments and Next Steps
- Daily 5, Daily 3 and CAFÉ
- Daily 5, Daily 3 and CAFÉ
- Words Their Way
- Using Alberta Education Achievement Testing
Scoring Guides and Writing Exemplars
- Creativity Works: Engaging Creative Teaching
and Learning
- Oral Language and Vocabulary Building in the
Elementary Classroom
- Literacy for All - Day 2: Supporting Literacy
Development for Students with Significant
Cognitive Disabilities
- Numeracy for All - Day 2: Supporting
Numeracy Development for Students with
Significant Cognitive Disabilities
- Performance Assessments in the Gr 4-6
Classroom
- Word, Words and More Words!
- Vulnerable Readers and Writers - How to Help
Students Become More Successful: K-6
- Narrative Writing Workshop
- Non-Fiction Reading and Writing
- Reading Assessments and Next Steps

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Inclusive Education
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 16 Zone sessions planned (1 cancelled) (699
participants)
- Inclusive Education Institute
- Effective Visual Supports
- Level B Assessment & Testing
- Level B Assessment & Testing
- Sensational Students - PreK - 1
- Level B Assessment & Testing
- Analyzing Assessments & Developing
-

Learning Plans
STAR Autism Support Comprehensive
Workshop - Day 1
STAR Autism Support Comprehensive
Workshop - Day 2
Zones with Sprinkles from To the Stars
STAR Autism Support Comprehensive
Workshop - Day 3
Threat Assessment Level I - Day 1
Threat Assessment Level I - Day 2
AAC Language Learning: Make It Fun,
Make It Interactive!
Bright--But Can't Write: Gr 1-6
You Lost it AGAIN!

- 1 District session held (35 participants)
- Sensory Integration

- 2 District sessions planned 2016
-

Sensational Students
Zones of Regulation

- 30 Zone sessions planned in 2016
- Sensational Students: PreK - 1
- Sensational Students: Gr. 2 - 5

Results
(Qualitative)
- A majority of participants felt that the learning
opportunity would help them to better address
student needs:
“Making stronger connections with the strategies
and how they can support diverse learners-not
just those with significant disabilities) including
learning disability, mild cognitive delays, English
as a Second Language”
“Specific strategies to try and could envision using
them in the classroom.”
- Many participants appreciated the fact that
they had many colleagues also in attendance:
“I was glad to attend the session with a number of
staff. Being there together means that they've
heard the information so that when we have
conversations in the future, I can reference what
we learned in the session.”
- Participants liked the practical aspects of the
sessions offered:
“Hands on and lots of role playing. Had lots of
video examples in real classroom setting.”
“It relates to my everyday reality in the
classroom.”
“The specific activities and apps presented and
examples of how to use them with in the overall
framework was very valuable. There were
activities that I could apply as soon as I returned
to work.”
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-

Level B Testing & Assessment- Advanced
Effective Visual Supports
Sensational Spaces - K-5
Level B Testing & Assessment- Extended
Here Comes Everyone; Teaching in the
Culturally-Diverse Classroom
Unseen Hurts: Understanding Mental
Health Issues in our Schools
Bright--But Can't Write: Gr 1-6
You Lost it AGAIN! AND Bright--But Can't
Write
You Lost it AGAIN!
Zones with Sprinkles from To the Stars
Increasing Student Resilience
Level B Assessment & Testing
Level B Assessment & Testing
Level B Assessment & Testing
Analyzing Assessments & Developing
Learning Plans
Threat Assessment Level 2 - Day 1
Threat Assessment Level 2 - Day 2
Emotional Intelligence
Supporting Positive Behaviours in
Schools

-

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Career and Technology Foundations
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 2 Zone Learning Opportunities held (38
participants)
-

Introduction to Project Based Learning (2
times)

- 2 District Learning Opportunities held (10
participants)
-

CTF – Planning For a Challenge
PBL

- 7 Zone Learning Opportunities planned 2016
- Introduction to Project-Based Learning
-

– Condensed (3 times)
Effective uses for Technology in your
Classroom
Project-Based Learning: Alberta
Students Engage, Explore, Create and
Share

Results
(Qualitative)
- Participants appreciated time to collaborate
with others, work time to build, opportunity to
get feedback and use the Tuning Protocol to
refine their projects:
“I loved the feedback sessions allowing others to
contribute and make your idea even better.”
“The protocol was the most valuable parts of the
session! The feedback from colleagues is fantastic
and invaluable.”

- Participants felt making PBL a two day session
(to reduce sub costs) may not have been the
best format:
“Keeping it as a 3-day workshop rather than 2-day
workshop. Day 2 felt rushed. The format of day 2
had a lot of stopping and starting, so it was
difficult to get rolling.”

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Learning Commons Policy
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 1 Learning Commons Conference planned for
April 2016

Results
(Qualitative)
-

No comments available yet

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Other Regional and Provincial Priorities
STRATEGIES
(How and What)
- Provide sessions as requested
(regional, District and school based)






MEASURES
To be used with all strategies in this
deliverable.
Face-to-face; online;
technology-mediated learning opportunities
Types of technology used to distribute
learning
Types of learning opportunities to
support ongoing learning
Promotional materials developed

Results
(Quantitative)
- 2 Zone Learning Opportunities held (62
participants)
- Early Years Evaluation – Teacher
-

Assessment (EYE-TA) Learning
Opportunity
ESL-ELL Benchmarks Training and
Strategies

- 7 Zone Learning Opportunities planned 2016
- Promoting the Success of Immigrant
-

Students
Helping Your Students Reach the
Standard of Excellence in Physics 20 and
30
Using Chromebooks for Literacy Lessons
in the Elementary Classroom
Interpreting (Humanities) Diploma
Examination Results
Interpreting Diploma Examination
Results
Interpreting (Math & Science) Diploma
Examination Results
Assessment: Building the Bridge from
Teaching to Learning

Results
(Qualitative)
- Participants liked the practical aspects of the
sessions offered:
“Teacher's had the opportunity to work in groups
and get creative in the development of lesson
plans using common materials found in the
Kindergarten classrooms.”
“This was a productive day looking at how we
interpret the EYE-TA data, ways of assessing
multiple domains, and using materials to inspire
the development of activities.”
“Teachers then had the opportunity to showcase
their lessons and discuss extension activities.”

ANALYSIS: To be completed in final report
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Implementation Grant Statistics

188 Learning Opportunities held or planned for 1536 particiapnts (25 sessions cancelled) as of December 20, 2015.

Reflections
What is of particular interest in the way the work is unfolding this year, in terms of evolving regional needs, and the consortium’s approaches for providing professional learning support?

-

Teachers increasingly comment about the great sessions but the lack of funds (including substitute teacher funds) to participate.
We are offering specific sessions (that have been requested) and then cancelling due to lack of registrations.
Librarians (Library Techs) have indicated very little money for PD and have asked that our major learning opportunity be the spring conference.
Teachers are not really sure where the FNMI information fits into their everyday classroom teachings.
Inclusive Education and Literacy continue to be our largest number of sessions and participants.
In school/classroom coaching and modelling for math, numeracy and literacy are appreciated and utilized.

Other—requests, concerns, recommendations, advice, reflections

-

Districts are waiting for information on numeracy and literacy progressions.
Zone 4 Districts, as a whole, have a good handle on the Competencies.
Many districts are choosing not to delve into Career and Technology Foundations.
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